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Bolker and Crap0 [4] studied the possibilities of applying diagonal braces to rigidify a special 
bar and joint framework, the so called one-story building. Apparently, one of their ultimate 
goals was to solve the more general problem of the cubic grids. Some partial results towards 
this end were published in Bojker [2], who characterized the circuits of the describing matroid. 
However, his result is not completely satisfactory from the algorithmic point of view, since one 
stiii caunot decide whether a given set of diagonal braces makes the cubic grid rigid. In the 
present note we give a necessary condition for this, using matroid partition algorithm. This 
result also enables one to efficiently find a minimal set of braces meeting this con&ion; even an 
optimal one with respt to a weight fhction (say, when the pmsts of the possible diagonal 
braces are different). Finally we give an example which shows that the condition is not 
sufficient. 
I.. The square grid in the plane 
Firstly, let us consider a square grid, as in Fig. 1. The corresponding bar and 
joint framework is a mechanism and may remain 50 even after the addition of 
some diagonal braces, as is the case when braces are ad ed at positions ~2, 6 1 
and c2, as shown in Fig. 2. 
The bru&zg graph of a square grid with diagonal braces is a bipartite graph G 
with bipartition V(G) = A U B, where the vertices of A and B corre~por~d to the 
rows and to the columns of the square grid, respectively, and edges correspond to 
diagonal braces. 
For example, Fig. 3 shows the bracing graph of the square grid of Fig. 2. 
1 (Balker and Craps, [3]). If a 2-dimensional square grid with some 
diugonal rods is considered as a bar and joint fianxwork then it is rigid if and only 
if its bracing graph is connected. 
roof. Any deformation can fully be described by the horizontal 
translations x1, xZr . . . of the rows and by the vertical t slations y,, yb9 . . . of 
the columns, as illustrated in Fig. 4. A square, correspo g to the ith row and 
jth column of the grid, will maintain its shape if and only if xi = yj, like x2 = y, in 
Fig. 4. The full system is rigid if and . e 
diagonal braces insure this if and only i 
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At least k + I- 1 diagonal braces are required to make a k x 1 square 
grid rigid.@ A set of exactly k + I- I braces is appropriate if and only if the bracing 
graph is a spanning tree. 
e try to generalize the above results to 3-dimensional grids. A line in the grid 
is intersection of the grid with a line through one of the vertices parallel to 
one of the coordinate axes. A strip is the part of the grid between two adjacent 
n case of 3-dimensional grids we also define the tube as a part of the grid 
d by four strips, as on Fig. 5. 
n order to understand the difference between the 2- and the 3-dimensional 
grids, consider Table 1 first and apply the classical count by Maxwell. Since 
ea2v-3 in the plane and e’a 31.9 - 6 in the space are necessary conditions for 
rigidity, t egree of freedom of the grids (i.e. the minimum number of diagonal 
races to rigidify t ese grids) can be calculated in a straightforward way. 
1 ine 
Ll=- strip 
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Table 1 
kxlsquaregrid kxZxmcubicgrid 
#jsiss 
#bars 
degree of 
freedom 
u = (k + l)(f + I) 
e = (k + 1)f 
+ k(l + 1) 
2u-3-e=k+f-1 
ttu’: = (k 7’ l)(! + 1)(,x + 1) 
e’ = k(l+ l)(m + 1) 
+ l(k + l)(m + 1) 
+ m(k + 1)(1 + 1) 
3v’-6-e’=kl+km+lm 
+2(k+l+m)-3 
Now the first column of Table 2 repeats the less formal reasoning in the proof 
of Theorem 1. The translations of the rows and columns are t 
strips which are uniquely determined by a deformation. Conversely, any 
collection of such shears uniquely determines a deformation. 
for the degree of freedom of the planar grid clearly follows. 
If we wish to repeat his counting argument for the 3-dimensional grids &co 
column of Table 2), the only significant difference we find is that 
collection of strip-shears need not correspond to a deformation: the signed sum of 
these shears around any tube must be zero. 
3. e nece con 
We define two matroids on the set S oi” strips. This set can conveniently be 
described if we put S = Sx U A’,, U Sz, where Sx denotes the subset of those strips 
Table 2 
#strips 
#tubes 
#independent 
strip-shears 
#independent 
congruent motions 
#independent 
congruent motions 
nt 
of 
freedom 
‘&k-x I square grid kxfxmcubicgrid 
s=k+! s’ = k(1 -b 1) + l(k + 1) 
+k(m+l)+m(k+l) 
+l(m+l)+m(l+l) 
t’ = +km+im 
s*=s s S’-t# *p = 
d=3 d’=t3 
d” = d t- -3 
5 c- d 
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Fig. 6. 
which contain a line of length k units, parallel to the x axis, and S,, and S’ denote 
the subsets of the strips, containing lines of length I and m, respectively, and 
which are parallel to the y and z axes, respectively. 
Clearly i&l = r(m -I- I) + m(I + 1); IS,,1 = k(m + I) + m(k + 1) and l&l = k(l + 
1) + I(k + I). The elements of SX will be denoted by x(i, i + l/j) if they are in a 
plane parallel to gy (i = 0, I, . . . , I - 1; j = 0, 1, . . . , m) and by x(i/j, j + 1) if 
their plane is parallel to xz (i = 0, 1, . . . , 1; j = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1). The elements of 
S,, and S’ will be denoted analogously. 
The t&e matroid 3 is defined on S as the direct sum 9;* $ T,, @ 9’ of three 
matroids. The underlying set of SIX is SX and a subset W G Sx is independent in the 
matroid TX if and only if the intersection of the strips in W with the yz plane is a 
circuit-free subgraph. TY and Tz are defined analogously. 
For example, if k = I = m = 1 then let fi; fi, f3, f4, Jfs and fs denote the faces of 
single cube as in Fig. 6. There are 12 strips, x(0, l/O) and ~(0, l/O) are in the 
fi, x(0, l/l) and ~(0, l/l) are in f2 etc. The graphical representation f the 
matroid TX is shown as Example l(a). 
The brace matroid 23 is defined on S as the direct sum ~38~ $582 @ l l l of some 
rank one uniform matroids on 2-element sets. Such a 5& corresponds to a brace 
and the underlying set of it consists of those two strips which intersect in the 
square of the brace. 
For example, if all the six faces of the cube of ig. 6 are braced, 3 is 
represented by the graph of Example P(b). 
bsewe that the underlying set S of these matroids 9 and $3 is of cardinality 
of S in 3 is clearly 
) - 1 -t- (k + l)(m + 1) - 1 + (k + I)(1 =t 1) - I= M + km 
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Fig. 7. 
If a k x 1 x rn cubic grid with some diagonal braces is rigid then the 
rank ~$3 in the maeoid 
=3-*v93 
isatleasts’4. 
As a corollary, one immediately obtains that the number of required diagonal 
braces is at least (s’ - 3) - t’ = s*’ - d*‘, cf. the last line of Table 2. 
For example, if k = 1 = m = 1 then s’ = 12, while the ranks of S in the matroids 
3, 3” and 58 are 9, 3 and 6, respectively. Since 3 + 6 = 12 - 3, our condition 
holds if 3’ and 58 have disjoint bases. For example, {x(1/0, l), ~(0, l/O), 
~(0, l/l)} and (x(0, l/O, x(0, l/l), x(0/0, l), ~(0, l/O), y(OJQ I), y(l/O, I)} are 
such bases. 
Incidentally, this system is really rigid [2] and becomes a mechanism if one of 
its diagonals is removed, see Fig. 7. 
In order to prove Theorem 2 we recall at first that any deformation of the cubic 
grid is uniquely determined by the shears of the strips. Each tube gives a 
constraint for these shears and if these constraints are imagined as a system of 
linear equations, the coefficient matrix 
the matroid T*. Further constraints are given by the 
their system of linear equations 
the rows into those belonging 
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Example 1 
========z 
(a) 
zf xul,l/l) 
0 0 
x(0/0,1) xWO,l) 
x(O,1/6~ 
0 O- 
tit 
03) 
x(0,1/0) x(0,1/1) x(0/0,1) 
y(O,l/O) y(O,l/l) 2(0,2/o) 
xwo,ij y(O/O,l) y(l/~,l) 
2(0,1/O) z(O/O,l) zWO,l) 
Example 2 
____A..---- _____---- 
(a) 
t 
x(0,1/2) x(1,2/2) 
0 0 0 
x(0/1,2) x(1/1,2) x(2/1,2) 
x(0,1/1) x(1,2/1) 
d 0 -__ _ U 
x(0/0,1) XWOJ) x(2/0,1) 
X(0,1/0) ii x(1,2/0) 1 
0 0 -0 
2% 
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(b) 
cl -0 0 v-0 _ 
yw1,21 y(O/1,2) 2(0/1,2) zw1,21 
y(O,l/l) i 2(0,1/l) 
0 0 0 0 
yWO,l) y(O/O,l) z(O/O:l) zWO,l) 
)/(0,1/O) z(O,l/O) 
-0 0 0 I_ 
x x 
(cl 
x(0,1/1) yWO,l> xWO,l~ x(O/O,l~ x(0,1/0) 
~~Q~crp 
y(O,l/O) zWO,l) z(O,l/l) z(O,llO~ y(O,l/O) 
x(1,2/1) y(O/1,2) y(l/O,l) y(O/OJ) 
~~-- 
y(O,l/l) 2(0/1,2) zW1,2) z(O/lJ) 
to find a minimum set of braces which satisfies our condit 
weighted matroid intersection algorithm (see Edmonds [ 
example), we can even choose an “optimal” set as well, if c 
cheaper than the others. 
The idea of applying the 
condition in te 
lace expansion for 
applied for sever 
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First we s that such a minimum set cannot contain all the 14 diagonal braces 
of Fig. 8. s was proved by Balker [2], see his Fig. 9(c), but can also be seen 
directly since the two rods indicated by heavy lines can have aa infinitesimal 
motion in the direction of the arrows and these otions cannot be 
is 22 rather than 21. is is simply proved by showing 
two disjoint bases (one in 3’ and one in 58). Their elements are indicated by 
double edges on Example 2 ere the graphical representation f TX; of TY and 
Tz; and of 3 are given as p (a), (b) and (c), respectively. 
ence, adding an appropriate further diagonal brace, the resulting system 
would be nonrigid, but would satisfy the condition of Theorem 2. 
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